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Meeting Notes 
University Studies Advisory Committee Meeting 

October 28, 2011 
12:00 p.m. 

Morton Hall 208 
and 

November 2, 2011 
1:00 p.m. 

Leutze Hall 130 
 

Participants 
Cara Cilano  Anita McDaniel Kim Sawrey Bill Compton 
Linda Siefert Kemille Moore Kathy Roney Heidi Higgins 
Phil Furia Michael Freeze Anne Pemberton  
   Notetaker:  Lea Bullard 

 

 
Discussion Notes 
• Select Survey 

o Options for adding EBC and TTCs: 
 New spreadsheet or copy that would require merges of the downloaded results? 
 We’ll make a new survey for EBC and Cluster inclusions (will have to think some more about 

Cluster theme proposals) 
 We’ll also start a new filing system for this new round of proposals (one stop prop shop will 

be for all submissions up to this point) 
• Comprehensive Articulation Agreement 

o For students coming in with an AA from a participating NC community college (used to be that these 
students would have everything except foreign language and PE waived) 

o Now, they will have everything in “Phase 1” waived (this is for incoming class of 2012) 
 How to handle LDN and LGS? 
 How to handle Phase II?  How do we decide which requirements we want them to fulfill 

here and where do we find the language in the documentation that will support this? 
• Perhaps hold students to Capstone, Clusters, and Explorations, and perhaps QLR 
• Maybe look at the community college student learning outcomes or ask faculty that 

teach at both UNCW and CFCC 
• If we don’t keep the requirements for the major intact, we’d really be graduating 

two different degrees 
• Also, if we waive LDN and LGS, then some students will be graduating with a UNCW 

degree and they may not be meeting the UNCW learning goals 
• To note: none of the UNCW learning goals are being introduced/addressed in simply 

a single course; students get exposure to them across multiple courses 
• Ideally, community colleges would pick up the courses so that the equivalency 

would be retained 
• 11/2: Some language exists in the Comprehensive Articulation Agreement that will 

be able to be leveraged for USAC 
• Workshop on 11/16 at noon in Wrightsville Beach Room: 

o What guidance can we give about writing the individual Clusters? 
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o Clusters suggestions from yesterday’s workshop: 
 Art and Society 
 Art and Technology 
 Climate Change 
 Planet and Ocean 
 Systems Thinking 

o Phil and Curry’s samples: 
 The Jazz Age 
 Ethics  

o About writing learning outcomes for Clusters: 
 Focus on the “essential questions” of the themes rather than specific content-based 

outcomes 
 Bring in the larger skills involved in the theme 
 Maybe there could be two learning outcomes: 

• The first would be comparative 
• The second would be more discipline-specific 

 Or perhaps: 
• Students will be able to articulate the essential questions through shared 

disciplinary questions 
• Students will able to do the same through a specific disciplinary perspective 

 If the Clusters SLOs don’t tie together all three courses, then the purpose of the Cluster isn’t 
served (the three courses will not cross disciplinary boundaries independently) 

 
Notes from 11/2: 
• CAS summer curriculum proposal grants: deadline dates have been synced with USAC’s TTC dates 
• Upcoming TCC Mixers 

o Tuesday 12:30-2:00, location 
o Wednesday 4-5:30, location TBA 

• Thinking about TTC SLOs: creating a framework for moving from the Cluster theme to SLOs 
o Perhaps focus on the essential questions, enduring ideas, or connections that students should get 

from the Cluster theme and then the Cluster SLOs can emerge from those essential questions   
o Once SLOs are are accepted and articulated by us, course inclusion submissions will reflect the way 

each course reflects that theme 

 
 


